STEPCONE 2020

Educate-Innovate-Change

MOCK UNO

Description:

MOCK UNO delegation will give you further understanding of the United Nations Organisation, international issues and the global community. Mock UNO delegation will help you develop key skills of negotiation, dialogue and conflict resolution in an international. It gives participants the chance to improve their public speaking, debate and communication capabilities in addition to critical thinking, teamwork, and leadership abilities. It is an excellent opportunity to participate in an international UNO conference with a team of delegates. MOCK UNO delegation is a great networking opportunity in which you meet students with similar interests in international relations, politics, diplomacy, etc. STEPCONE- 2020 Sincerely offers this chance to be able to trigger your ideas with confidence. It is the first ever edition of event in the Andhra Pradesh State and endorses the Students in International Affairs.

Outcomes and benefits:

- MOCK UNO delegation is a fun way to boost the participants’ CV.
- The BEST DELEGATE AWARD will be awarded to the participant who performs well in the conference by the college. And many more awards.

Requirements:

- During the conference, dress code is strictly formal.
- One will be expected to dress in suits (if male) or in equally formal clothing (if female).
It is important that each delegate should study the topics, country policies, and how you want to represent your country in committee.

**Event format or procedure:**

- Registered participants will be divided into team of two who will be representing a country.
- Respected delegates representing a country will be informed before a week of the conference and issues will also be displayed in the website.

**Rules:**

- Everyone should behave professional and no unparliamentary language should be used.
- Each delegate should strictly follow the instructions passed by the high table.
- Dress code should not be violated.
- Book of rules to be followed will be provided to the delegates on or before the day of conference.
- Delegates shouldn’t be late to the conference. if there is any delay in the arrival of the delegate he/she should give a written statement to the high table with a valid reason.
- Any of the guide lines or instructions mentioned by organizers are violated by the participants lead to disqualification of the country.
- NO responsibility will be taken from our side if you haven’t read or aren’t aware of any of instructions or guide lines regarding the event.

**Judging criteria:**

- It is based on the points raised by the delegates in the conference.

Registration fee per head: INTERNAL STUDENTS(GMRIT)-100/-
EXTERNAL STUDENTS-150/-
CONTACT: K. AKHILA (6305616933)

Y.V. Reddy (9705776165)